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With Search Inside Yourself, Chade-Meng Tan, one of Google’s earliest engineers and personal
growth pioneer, offers a proven method for enhancing mindfulness and emotional intelligence in
life and work.Meng’s job is to teach Google’s best and brightest how to apply mindfulness
techniques in the office and beyond; now, readers everywhere can get insider access to one of
the most sought after classes in the country, a course in health, happiness and creativity that is
improving the livelihood and productivity of those responsible for one of the most successful
businesses in the world.With forewords by Daniel Goleman, author of the international bestseller
Emotional Intelligence, and Jon Kabat-Zinn, renowned mindfulness expert and author of
Coming To Our Senses, Meng’s Search Inside Yourself is an invaluable guide to achieving your
own best potential.



DedicationOnce upon a time, there was a world-renownedexpert in emotional intelligence who
was also a verytalented writer. He was encouraged by his friend towrite a book on mindfulness
and emotionalintelligence. He felt inspired to do so but couldnever find the time. So the friend
wrote the bookinstead. I am that friend, and this is the book.Thank you, Danny,for trusting me to
write this book.ContentsCoverTitleDedicationForeword by Daniel GolemanForeword by Jon
Kabat-ZinnIntroduction: Searching Inside YourselfOne: Even an Engineer Can Thrive on
Emotional IntelligenceTwo: Breathing as if Your Life Depends on ItThree: Mindfulness Without
Butt on CushionFour: All-Natural, Organic Self-ConfidenceFive: Riding Your Emotions like a
HorseSix: Making Profits, Rowing Across Oceans, and Changing the WorldSeven: Empathy and
the Monkey Business of Brain TangosEight: Being Effective and Loved at the Same TimeNine:
Three Easy Steps to World PeaceEpilogue: Save the World in Your Free TimeExcerpt from Joy
on Demand by Chade-Meng TanContentsIntroductionAcknowledgmentsNotesRecommended
Reading and ResourcesIndexPraiseAbout the AuthorCopyrightAbout the
PublisherForewordDaniel GolemanMy first impression of Google was shaped by Chade-Meng
Tan, widely known as Meng. Meng is the company’s unofficial greeter, its irrepressible jolly good
fellow (“which nobody can deny,” as his business card puts it).As I’ve gotten to know him, I have
realized that Meng is someone special. One tip-off came as I went by his office and saw the
bulletin board on the wall near his door: row after row of Meng in snapshots with the world’s bold-
face names. Meng with Al Gore. Meng with the Dalai Lama. And with Muhammad Ali and with
Gwyneth Paltrow. Later I learned, via a front-page article in the New York Times, that Meng was
famous as “that Google guy,” the singular engineer with high enough social intelligence to make
any visitor feel right at home—and pose for a photo with him.But that’s not what makes Meng so
special. Rather, it is Meng’s magical combination of brilliant systems analysis with a heart of
gold.First, the analysis.I had come to give a talk on emotional intelligence as part of the
Authors@Google lecture series. I felt a bit like yet another of the endless perks employees there
famously enjoy, somewhere between a massage and all the soda you can drink.In this bastion of
the intellect—after all, you need top SAT scores just to be considered for a job at Google—I
anticipated that lecture with some trepidation about anyone in this hardheaded information
engineering company being much interested in hearing about soft skills. So I was amazed on
arriving at the room where I was to speak, the largest venue in that part of the Googleplex, to
find the place overflowing, with throngs spilling into the hall. There was clearly high interest.At
Google I was talking to perhaps the highest-IQ audience I’d ever addressed. But among all those
big brains who heard me that day, it was Meng who had the smarts to reverse engineer
emotional intelligence. Meng picked it apart and put it back together again with a brilliant insight:
he saw that knowing yourself lies at the core of emotional intelligence, and that the best mental
app for this can be found in the mind-training method called mindfulness.That insight underlies
the program Meng has developed. When he unveiled the course at Google University, it was
called (fittingly for a company all about web search) Search Inside Yourself. As you’ll read here,
many who have taken the course at Google have found it to be a transformative



experience.Meng was also savvy in choosing his collaborators, like Zen teacher Norman
Fischer, and my longtime friend and colleague Mirabai Bush, founding director of the Center for
Contemplative Mind in Society. And Meng has drawn on the expertise of another old friend, Jon
Kabat-Zinn, who pioneered the use of mindfulness in medical settings throughout the world.
Meng knows quality. He didn’t stop there. Meng and this team also cherry-picked the best from
well-tested methods for creating a life with self-awareness and well-being, kindness, and
happiness.Now for that heart of gold.When Meng saw that this inner search had such benefits,
his instinct was to share it with anyone who might want to give it a try—not just those lucky
enough to have access to a Google course. In fact, the very first time I met Meng, he was
passionate in telling me that his life goal was to bring world peace through spreading inner
peace and compassion. (Meng’s enthusiasm for this goal, I noticed a bit uneasily, seemed to
inspire him to a level of vociferousness.)His vision, detailed in this highly enjoyable account,
entails beta testing a mindfulness-based emotional intelligence curriculum at Google and then
offering it to anyone who might benefit—as he puts it, “give it away as one of Google’s gifts to the
world.”As I’ve gotten to know Meng better, I have come to realize that he is not your average
engineer; he’s a closet Bodhisattva. And with this book, I’d drop the “closet” part.—Daniel
GolemanForewordJon Kabat-ZinnWhen I first met Meng, I thought to myself: “Who is this guy,
who calls himself the jolly good fellow of Google?” (It is on his business card, along with the
rubric “which nobody can deny.”)Meng had invited me to give a tech talk on the subject of
mindfulness at Google. Within a few seconds of my arrival, he was talking to me about
mindfulness and world peace, while making one joke after another. His sense of humor was a bit
bewildering. Meng proceeded to take me on a tour. The first stop was his photo board in the
lobby of the main building of the Googleplex . . . photos of himself together with pretty much
every famous and powerful person in the world. “Who is this guy who welcomes all these heads
of state, Nobel laureates, and celebrities to Google? And can I take him seriously? Can I believe
everything he is telling me?”He was telling me a lot, including that his ultimate aim was to create
the conditions for world peace in his lifetime and that he felt the way to do that was to make the
benefits of meditation accessible to humanity. And that Google could play a special role, being
Google.You can imagine what was going on in my head: “Google, the quintessence of universal
accessibility (except in countries that try to block or regulate access to it), is interested in playing
such a role in the world!? Or at least, one visionary person at Google. Amazing. Maybe he is
feigning craziness and is really the one sane person around. Because he is employee number
107, he must be very good at what he was originally hired to do; that’s obvious. I doubt it was just
to be a jolly good fellow while everybody else was working on writing code for the next next
thing.”These were the kinds of thoughts that were going through my mind at the time of my first
visit. If Meng was serious about this, beyond all the humor, the potential impact and import
struck me as boundless. I was duly impressed by the graphical display he pointed out in the
main lobby, which showed a rotating globe with colored lights streaming into the blackness of
space from everywhere on Earth where Google searches were being conducted at that moment.



The different colors represented the different languages being used, and the lengths of the lines
of light were proportional to the number of searches being conducted from that part of the world.
Meanwhile, the subjects of all those searches were streaming down another big screen.
Together, these displays imparted a moving and very visceral sense of the interconnectedness
of our world—akin to the emotional impact of seeing for the first time the image of Earth in the
blackness of space, taken from the moon. They also conveyed, to use Google-speak, the power
of search—and the power of Google.I won’t tell you about the talks I wound up giving at Google
or about my colleagues, who Meng talks about in the book, who also gave lectures in that series.
They are all on YouTube, which is part of Google. And I won’t tell you about the mindfulness-
based stress reduction (MBSR) classes at Google that Meng instituted there and that have been
ongoing now for years. Nor will I tell you about the mindfulness-based emotional intelligence
program, Search Inside Yourself, that Meng developed in parallel, with a team of remarkable
people who originally came to visit because it was Google and because he was Meng. That is
what this book is about.What I would like to tell you about is what I discovered about Meng from
reading this book, and what you might want to keep in mind as you make your way through it—
because this is not simply a book but also a curriculum, a pathway you can follow with specific
exercises and guidance, a meditative approach to relating to others and to yourself that, if you
engage in it systematically, is profoundly transformative and freeing—and also hopefully fun. In
fact, if you discover, after giving it a fair try, that it is not fun or doesn’t at least give you a sense of
being personally compelling and potentially nurturing of what is deepest and best in yourself,
perhaps it is not the right moment for you to undertake the entirety of the Search Inside Yourself
program. But the seeds will inexorably have been planted just by reading the book and playing
around with the exercises in whatever ways make sense to you at the moment, an open-ended
experiment and adventure in mental and emotional fitness and its applications in your life, and in
your work and calling.What I discovered, and you will too, is that, all kidding aside, Meng is a
very serious guy, and he is absolutely committed, as you will soon see, to mindfulness, creating
the conditions for world peace, and making peacefulness the default mode on this planet, at
least among the human species. And he is serious about using the platform and the power of
Google to make it happen. I am guessing that was his strategy from the very beginning, in
inviting meditation teachers, Buddhist scholars, and scientists who were studying contemplative
practices from both the clinical and neuroscientific perspectives, and their applications in the
fields of medicine and health, education, and beyond to give these talks at Google. It was a way
of setting the stage for his plan to tip the world in the direction of peace. First Google, then the
world.I get the sense that Meng is so serious about his vision that he knows that taking
something as important as mindfulness and its potential to transform the world too seriously
would not necessarily be a good thing. So he leavens it with humor that is deadly (or maybe I
should say “alively”) serious. Meng’s sense of humor may be an acquired taste, but I think that in
reading the book, you, the reader, will quickly acquire that taste, and along with it and much
more importantly, a taste for what it is pointing to, a taste of your own deep interior resources for



acting in your own best interest by realizing that your interest is best served by recognizing and
nurturing the interests of others at the same time.This is what mindfulness-based emotional
intelligence is all about. This is why it is so important, in so many ways, to literally and
metaphorically search inside yourself. What is here to be discovered, or uncovered, is the full
spectrum of who you already are as a person and the realization of how embedded you are in
the multidimensional warp and woof of humanity and all life. And because mindfulness is not
about getting someplace else—but rather about being fully where you already are and realizing
the power of your full presence and awareness right now, in this moment—Meng’s program is
really about finding rather than searching. It is about dis-covering, re-covering, and un-covering
that full dimensionality of your being that is already yours and then developing and refining it
through systematic cultivation and practice. From there, in combination with what you most love
and with your imagination and innate creativity, it is bound to manifest in the world in any number
of hopefully skillful ways, in the service of our mutual well-being and happiness.If this sounds like
a utopia, it isn’t. But if it sounds like a practical strategy for a more peaceful world, inwardly and
outwardly, individually and collectively, locally and globally—well, it is. And that is exactly how
Meng intends to play it. Having developed this program at Google and road tested it in that
workplace environment, he is now ready, with this book and what will follow from it, to make the
program available to the world in the spirit of open sourceware.The curriculum of Search Inside
Yourself is free. It can be used in many ways, in many venues, as you will see for yourself. The
limits of its usefulness or adaptability are really only the limits of your imagination and
embodiment. The Search Inside Yourself curriculum rests on an ocean of meditative wisdom
practices that cultivate mindfulness, loving kindness, compassion, joy, equanimity, embodied
presence, emotional intelligence, and many other fundamental aspects of our minds and hearts
and bodies that are also available to you once you enter through this portal. As Meng makes
abundantly clear, his aim is to “make the benefits of meditation accessible to humanity” and as
accepted in the mainstream as the lifelong benefits of exercise. And, even more importantly, to
ensure, to whatever degree possible, that they are implemented, lived, and enacted by each of
us who might be touched by this invitation to search inside ourselves.To this end, Meng has laid
out a well-designed and well-tested pathway for the development and application of emotional
intelligence in the workplace and at home. It is founded on cutting-edge science and the well-
established track record of research in emotions and emotional intelligence, the importance of
optimism, and the power of compassion and kindness as well as the growing neuroscientific
study of mindfulness and compassion. This research is showing that significant benefits of
meditation can be observed after only eight weeks of training. Richie Davidson and I did a study
with a number of our colleagues showing that people in a work setting who practiced
mindfulness in the form of MBSR for eight weeks showed a shift in their emotional set point in
the prefrontal cortex in a direction of greater emotional intelligence, and in the same direction as
monks who had practiced for over ten thousand hours—evidence that you don’t have to become
a monastic, or quit your job, or abandon your family to benefit from meditation. In fact, work and



family are perfect environments for working with your own mind and body, cognitions, and
emotions in the ways Meng describes here. Before that study was done, it was generally thought
that one’s emotional set point was fixed before adulthood and could not be changed. Our results
showed that the brain responds to this kind of meditative training by reorganizing its activity in
the direction of greater emotional balance. Other studies have shown that the brain reorganizes
its very structure as well, an example of the phenomenon known as neuroplasticity.It turns out
that Meng is indeed a unique and skillful, if way out-of-the-box, meditation teacher, as depicted
in the tongue-in-cheek cartoons. He is the first to say that he learned it all from others. He
certainly has great teachers and collaborators in the form of Dan Goleman, Mirabai Bush,
Norman Fischer, and others. But Meng himself puts it all together here in a very effective way
and documents his sources assiduously. If Search Inside Yourself is a bit light on the time
recommended for the actual formal meditation practices, that is by design. Once one has tasted
the practice for oneself, the motivation is very likely to be there to extend the time of formal
practice, not to achieve a special state, but to simply rest in awareness itself, outside of time
altogether. This is the practice of non-doing, of openhearted presencing, of pure awareness,
coextensive with and inseparable from compassion. It is not an escape from life. On the contrary,
the practice of mindfulness is a gateway into the experience of interconnectedness and
interdependence out of which stem emotionally intelligent actions, new ways of being, and
ultimately greater happiness, clarity, wisdom, and kindness—at work and in the world. One small
shift in the way we each conduct ourselves, and the crystal lattice structure of the world is
already different. In this way, we are the world, and when we take responsibility for our small but
not insignificant part of it, the whole is already different—the flowering we manifest emotionally
and in every other way of some importance, potentially enormous.I wish you well in entering
Meng’s world and Meng’s mind, and more importantly, in discovering your own mind and heart
and body and relationships, perhaps in new and undreamed-of ways. May your adventure here
be deeply nurturing. And may it bring peace—inwardly and in every other way.—Jon Kabat-
ZinnINTRODUCTIONSearching Inside YourselfLook within; within is the fountain of all good.—
Marcus AureliusWhat does the happiest man in the world look like? He certainly does not look
like me. In fact, he looks like a bald French guy in Tibetan robes. His name is Matthieu
Ricard.Matthieu was born and grew up in France. In 1972, after completing his Ph.D. in
molecular genetics at the Institut Pasteur, he decided to become a Tibetan Buddhist monk. I tell
him that the reason he became a monk is because he could not join Google back in 1972—and
the monk thing seemed like the next best career choice.Matthieu’s career choice leads us to the
story of how Matthieu became the “happiest man in the world.” When the Dalai Lama became
interested in the science of meditation, he invited Tibetan Buddhist monks to participate in
scientific studies. Matthieu was an obvious choice as a subject, as he was a bona fide scientist,
understood both Western and Tibetan ways of thinking, and had decades of classical meditation
training. Matthieu’s brain became the subject of numerous scientific studies.1One of many
measurements conducted on Matthieu was his level of happiness. There turns out to be a way to



gauge happiness in the brain: by measuring the relative activation of a certain part of your left
prefrontal cortex versus your right prefrontal cortex.2 The stronger the relative left-tilt is
measured in a person, the more that person reports positive emotions, such as joy, enthusiasm,
high energy, and so on. The reverse is also true; those with higher activity on the right report
negative emotions. When Matthieu’s brain was scanned, his happiness measure was
completely off the charts. He was, by far, the happiest person ever measured by science. Pretty
soon, the popular media started nicknaming him the “happiest man in the world.” Matthieu
himself is a little annoyed by that nickname, which creates an element of humorous
irony.Extreme happiness is not the only cool feat Matthieu’s brain can pull off. He became the
first person known to science able to inhibit the body’s natural startle reflex—quick facial muscle
spasms in response to loud, sudden noises. Like all reflexes, this one is supposed to be outside
the realm of voluntary control, but Matthieu can control it in meditation. Matthieu also turns out to
be an expert at detecting fleeting facial expression of emotions known as microexpressions. It is
possible to train people to detect and read microexpressions, but Matthieu and one other
meditator, both untrained, were measured in the lab and performed two standard deviations
better than the norm, outperforming all the trained professionals.The stories of Matthieu and
other masters of contemplative practices are deeply inspiring. These masters demonstrate that
each of us can develop an extraordinarily capable mind that is, first and foremost, profoundly
peaceful, happy, and compassionate.The methods for developing such an extraordinarily
capable mind are accessible even to you and me. That’s what this book is about.“Monsieur
Ricard? Some deer to see you about learning to inhibit their startle reflexes.”In Google, the effort
to make these methods widely accessible began when we asked ourselves this question: what if
people can also use contemplative practices to help them succeed in life and at work? In other
words, what if contemplative practices can be made beneficial both to people’s careers and to
business bottom lines? Anything that is both good for people and good for business will spread
widely. If we can make this work, people around the world can become more successful at
achieving their goals. I believe the skills offered here will help create greater peace and
happiness in your life and the lives of those around you, and that peace and happiness can
ultimately spread around the world.To promote innovation, Google generously allows its
engineers to spend 20 percent of their time working on projects outside their core jobs. A group
of us used our “20 percent time” to work on what became Search Inside Yourself. We ended up
creating a mindfulness-based emotional intelligence curriculum with the help of a very diverse
group of extremely talented people, including a Zen master, a CEO, a Stanford University
scientist, and Daniel Goleman, the guy who literally wrote the book on emotional intelligence. It
sounds almost like the prelude to a good joke (“A Zen master and a CEO walked into a
room . . .”).“Here we follow the Tao Jones Index.”The name of the mindfulness-based emotional
intelligence curriculum is Search Inside Yourself. Like many things in Google, that name started
as a joke but finally stuck. I eventually became the first engineer in Google’s history to leave the
engineering department and join People Ops (what we call our human resources function) to



manage this and other personal-growth programs. I am amused that Google lets an engineer
teach emotional intelligence. What a company.There turned out to be unexpected benefits to
having an engineer like me teach a course like Search Inside Yourself. First, being very skeptical
and scientifically minded, I would be deeply embarrassed to teach anything without a strong
scientific basis, so Search Inside Yourself was solidly grounded in science. Second, having had
a long career as an early engineer at Google, I had credible experience in applying emotional
intelligence practices in my day job as I created products, managed teams, asked the boss for
raises, and stuff. Hence, Search Inside Yourself had been stress-tested and applicable in daily
life right out of the box. Third, my engineering-oriented brain helped me translate teachings from
the language of contemplative traditions into language that compulsively pragmatic people like
me can process. For example, where traditional contemplatives would talk about “deeper
awareness of emotion,” I would say “perceiving the process of emotion at a higher resolution,”
then further explaining it as the ability to perceive an emotion the moment it is arising, the
moment it is ceasing, and all the subtle changes in between.That is why Search Inside Yourself
has the compelling features of being scientifically grounded, highly practical, and expressed in a
language that even I can understand. See? I knew my engineering degree was good for
something.Search Inside Yourself has been taught at Google since 2007. For many participants,
it has been life changing, both at work and in their personal lives. We receive a lot of post-course
feedback similar to one that says, “I know this sounds melodramatic, but I really think this course
changed my life.”At work, some participants have found new meaning and fulfillment in their jobs
(we even had one person reverse her decision to leave Google after taking Search Inside
Yourself!), while some have become much better at what they do. Engineering manager Bill
Duane, for example, discovered the importance of giving himself quality time, so he reduced his
working hours to four days a week. After he did that, he was promoted. Bill found time to take
care of himself and discovered ways to accomplish more while doing less. I asked Bill about the
most significant changes he experienced during Search Inside Yourself, and he said he learned
to listen a lot better, gain control over his temper, and understand every situation better by, in his
words, “learning to discern stories from reality.” All these make him a much more effective
manager to the benefit of the people working for him.For Blaise Pabon, a sales engineer, Search
Inside Yourself helped him become much more credible to customers because he is now better
at calmly overcoming objections during product demonstrations, he speaks compassionately
about competitors, and he is courageous and truthful when telling customers about our
products. All these qualities earned him great respect among his customers. One engineer in the
class found himself becoming much more creative after Search Inside Yourself. Another
engineer told us that two of his most important contributions to his project came after doing
mindfulness exercises he learned in Search Inside Yourself.Not surprisingly, people found
Search Inside Yourself to be even more beneficial in their personal lives. Many reported
becoming significantly calmer and happier. For example, one participant said, “I have completely
changed in the way I react to stressors. I take the time to think through things and empathize with



other people’s situations before jumping to conclusions. I love the new me!” Some have found
the quality of their marriages improved. Others reported overcoming personal crises with the
help of Search Inside Yourself. For example, one person told us, “I experienced personal tragedy
—my brother’s death—during the course of Search Inside Yourself, and [the class] enabled me
to manage my grief in a positive way.” One person simply said, “I now see myself and the world
through a kinder, more understanding set of eyes.”This book is based on the Search Inside
Yourself curriculum at Google. We saw how this knowledge and the practices enhanced
creativity, productivity, and happiness in those who took the course. You will find many things in
this book that are very useful for you, and some things that may even surprise you. For example,
you will learn how to calm your mind on demand. Your concentration and creativity will improve.
You will perceive your mental and emotional processes with increasing clarity. You will discover
that self-confidence is something that can arise naturally in a trained mind. You will learn to
uncover your ideal future and develop the optimism and resilience necessary to thrive. You will
find that you can deliberately improve empathy with practice. You will learn that social skills are
highly trainable and that you can help others love you.What I find most rewarding is how well
Search Inside Yourself has worked for ordinary folks in a corporate setting right here in a modern
society. If Search Inside Yourself had worked this well for people from traditionally meditative
cultures doing intensive retreats in zendos or something, nobody would be too surprised. But
these are ordinary Americans working in a high-stress environment with real lives and families
and everything, and still, they can change their lives in just twenty hours of classroom time
spread over seven weeks.Search Inside Yourself works in three steps:1. Attention training2.
Self-knowledge and self-mastery3. Creating useful mental habitsAttention TrainingAttention is
the basis of all higher cognitive and emotional abilities. Therefore, any curriculum for training
emotional intelligence has to begin with attention training. The idea is to train attention to create
a quality of mind that is calm and clear at the same time. That quality of mind forms the
foundation for emotional intelligence.Self-Knowledge and Self-MasteryUse your trained
attention to create high-resolution perception into your own cognitive and emotive processes.
With that, you become able to observe your thought stream and the process of emotion with
high clarity, and to do so objectively from a third-person perspective. Once you can do that, you
create the type of deep self-knowledge that eventually enables self-mastery.Creating Useful
Mental HabitsImagine whenever you meet anybody, your habitual, instinctive first thought is, I
wish for this person to be happy. Having such habits changes everything at work, because this
sincere goodwill is picked up unconsciously by others, and you create the type of trust that leads
to highly productive collaborations. Such habits can be volitionally trained.In creating Search
Inside Yourself, we collected some of the best scientific data and gathered some of the best
minds on the topic to create a curriculum that is proven to work. You will not want to miss this; it
may change your life. Like, seriously.I am confident that this book will be a valuable resource for
you as you embark on your exciting journey. I hope your journey will be fun and profitable. And,
yes, that it will contribute to world peace too.CHAPTER ONEEven an Engineer Can Thrive on



Emotional IntelligenceWhat Emotional Intelligence Is and How to Develop ItWhat lies behind us
and what lies ahead of usare tiny matters to what lies within us.—Ralph Waldo EmersonI would
like to begin our journey together on a note of optimism, partly because beginning on a note of
pessimism does not sell books. More importantly, based on my team’s experience teaching at
Google and elsewhere, I am optimistic that emotional intelligence is one of the best predictors of
success at work and fulfillment in life, and it is trainable for everyone. With the right training,
anybody can become more emotionally intelligent. In the spirit of “if Meng can cook, so can you,”
if this training works for a highly introverted and cerebral engineer like me, it will probably work
for you.“For some reason, Starfleet wants me to complete this course. You?”The best definition
of emotional intelligence comes from the two men widely regarded as the fathers of its
theoretical framework, Peter Salovey and John D. Mayer. They define emotional intelligence
as:The ability to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings and emotions, to discriminate among
them and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and actions.1The groundbreaking book
that popularized the topic is Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More Than IQ, written by
Daniel Goleman, our friend and advisor. One of the most important messages in the book is that
emotional competencies are not innate talents; they are learned abilities. In other words,
emotional competencies are something you can deliberately acquire with practice.Goleman
adds a very useful structure to emotional intelligence by classifying it into five domains. They
are:1. Self-awareness: Knowledge of one’s internal states, preferences, resources, and
intuitions2. Self-regulation: Management of one’s internal states, impulses, and resources3.
Motivation: Emotional tendencies that guide or facilitate reaching goals4. Empathy: Awareness
of others’ feelings, needs, and concerns5. Social skills: Adeptness at inducing desirable
responses in othersSalovey and Mayer are not the only people whose work relates to social and
emotional intelligence. Howard Gardner, for example, famously introduced the idea of multiple
intelligences. Gardner argued that people can be intelligent in ways not measured by an IQ test.
A child, for example, may not be strong in solving math problems, but he may be gifted in
language arts or composing music, and therefore we should consider him intelligent. Gardner
formulated a list of seven intelligences (later increased to eight). Two of them, intrapersonal and
interpersonal intelligences, are especially relevant to emotional intelligence. Gardner called
them “personal intelligences.” Goleman’s five domains of emotional intelligence map very nicely
into Gardner’s personal intelligences: you can think of the first three domains of emotional
intelligence as intrapersonal intelligence and the last two as interpersonal intelligence.Funny
enough, for me, the best illustration of emotional intelligence as a learned ability did not come
from a scholarly publication but from the story of Ebenezer Scrooge in A Christmas Carol.2 In
the beginning of the story, Scrooge presents an example of low emotional intelligence. His
intrapersonal intelligence is so low, he is incapable of creating emotional wellness for himself
despite his wealth. In fact, his self-awareness is so bad, it takes three ghosts to help him figure
himself out. His interpersonal intelligence is, of course, legendarily bad. Near the end of the
story, however, Scrooge presents an example of elevated emotional intelligence. He develops



strong self-awareness, he becomes capable of controlling his own emotional destiny, and his
empathy and social skills blossom. Scrooge demonstrates that emotional intelligence is
something that can be developed (in the version I saw, it happened in the space of a two-hour
TV movie with enough time for commercials, but your mileage may vary).Later in this book, we
will examine the development of each domain of emotional intelligence in detail. Thankfully, it will
not involve visits by Christmas ghosts.Benefits of Emotional IntelligenceThere is an important
question that my friends in the training business call the so-what? question, as in, “Yes, very
nice, but what can emotional intelligence do for me?” In the context of the work environment,
emotional intelligence enables three important skill sets: stellar work performance, outstanding
leadership, and the ability to create the conditions for happiness.Stellar Work PerformanceThe
first thing emotional intelligence enables is stellar work performance. Studies have shown that
emotional competencies are twice as important in contributing to excellence as pure intellect
and expertise.3 A study by Martin Seligman, considered the father of modern positive
psychology and the creator of the idea of learned optimism, showed that insurance agents who
are optimists outsell their pessimist counterparts by 8 percent in their first year and 31 percent in
their second year.4 (Yes, I am optimistic about writing a bestseller. Thank you for asking.)This
was not surprising to me. After all, there are many jobs such as those in sales and customer
service in which emotional competencies obviously make a big difference. We already know that
intuitively. What surprised me was the report that this is true even for individual contributors in
the tech sector, namely engineers like me whom you might expect to succeed purely on
intellectual prowess. According to a study, the top six competencies that distinguish star
performers from average performers in the tech sector are (in this order):1. Strong achievement
drive and high achievement standards2. Ability to influence3. Conceptual thinking4. Analytical
ability5. Initiative in taking on challenges6. Self-confidence5Of the top six, only two (conceptual
thinking and analytical ability) are purely intellectual competencies. The other four, including the
top two, are emotional competencies.Being strong in emotional intelligence can help everyone
become outstanding at work, even engineers.Outstanding LeadershipEmotional intelligence
makes people better leaders. Most of us understand it intuitively based on our day-to-day
experience interacting with those whom we lead and those who lead us. There are also studies
that back up our intuition with scientific evidence. For example, Goleman reported an analysis
that shows emotional competencies to make up to 80 to 100 percent of the distinguishing
competencies of outstanding leaders.6 This is illustrated by the story of Gerald Grinstein, a CEO
who had to go through the painful process of cutting costs. Grinstein was tough, but being a
virtuoso at interpersonal skills, he earned the cooperation of his employees and managed to
keep their loyalty and spirits high while turning around their once-ailing company, despite having
to make very tough decisions. In fact, Grinstein performed his magic not once but twice, once as
CEO of Western Airlines and again as CEO of Delta. When Grinstein took over Delta amid a
crisis, he immediately went about restoring lines of communication and trust within the company.
He understood the importance of creating a positive work environment and, using extraordinary



leadership skills (emotional intelligence), he turned a toxic work environment into a more family-
like atmosphere.Once again, I did not find any of this surprising, because we already intuitively
understand the importance of emotional intelligence in leadership. What I found surprising was
this is true even in the U.S. Navy. Another study by leadership expert Wallace Bachman showed
that the most effective U.S. Navy commanders are “more positive and outgoing, more
emotionally expressive and dramatic, warmer and more sociable (including smiling more),
friendlier and more democratic, more cooperative, more likable and ‘fun to be with,’ more
appreciative and trustful, and even gentler than those who were merely average.”7When I think
of military leadership, I think of tough-as-nails people barking orders and expecting to be
obeyed, so it is fascinating to me that even in a military environment, what distinguishes the best
leaders from the merely average ones is emotional intelligence. The best military commanders
are basically nice people who are fun to be with. Funny enough, the title of the Bachman study
was “Nice Guys Finish First.”Nice Guys in the MilitaryThe Ability to Create the Conditions for
HappinessPerhaps most importantly, emotional intelligence enables the skills that help us create
conditions for our own sustainable happiness. Matthieu Ricard defines happiness as “a deep
sense of flourishing that arises from an exceptionally healthy mind . . . not a mere pleasurable
feeling, a fleeting emotion, or a mood, but an optimal state of being.”8 And that optimal state of
being is “a profound emotional balance struck by a subtle understanding of how the mind
functions.”In Matthieu’s experience, happiness is a skill that can be trained. That training begins
with deep insight into mind, emotion, and our experience of phenomena, which then facilitates
practices that maximize our inner well-being at a deep level, ultimately creating sustainable
happiness and compassion.My own experience is similar to Matthieu’s. When I was young, I was
naturally very unhappy. If nothing good happened, then by default, I was unhappy. Right now, it is
the reverse: if nothing bad happens, then by default, I am happy. I have become so naturally jolly
that it even became part of my job title at Google: jolly good fellow. We all have a set point of
happiness that we return to whenever the euphoria of a pleasant experience or the sting of an
unpleasant experience fades out. Many of us assume this set point to be static, but my personal
experience and that of many others like Matthieu suggest this set point to be movable with
deliberate training.Happily, the skills that help us cultivate emotional intelligence also help us
identify and develop the inner factors that contribute to our deep sense of well-being. The same
things that build emotional intelligence will also help us create conditions for our own happiness.
Therefore, happiness may be an unavoidable side effect of cultivating emotional intelligence.
Other side effects may include resilience, optimism, and kindness. (You may want to call your
doctor to determine if happiness is right for you.)“Yes, you have a case of happiness. The good
news is that I can cure it straightaway.”Truth be told, of the three good things enabled by
emotional intelligence, happiness is the one I really care about. (Hush hush, but just between
you and me and the million other people reading this book, the other points about stellar work
performance and outstanding leadership, while useful and true and supported by scientific
evidence, are used by me mostly to get a stamp of approval from upper management.) What I



really care about is happiness for my co-workers. That is why emotional intelligence excites me.
It doesn’t just create the conditions for stellar success at work; it also creates the conditions for
personal happiness for everyone. And I like happiness.Optimize ThyselfIf there is a one-word
summary of everything I just said (hint: there is), that word is optimize. The aim of developing
emotional intelligence is to help you optimize yourself and function at an even higher level than
what you are already capable of. Even if you are already outstanding at what you do (which
everybody in our class at Google is), sharpening and deepening your emotional competencies
can give you an extra edge. We hope the training in these pages can help you go from good to
great.Cultivating Emotional IntelligenceWhen people come to a course such as ours that
advertises itself as an “emotional intelligence course,” most people expect it to be a purely
behavioral course. They expect to be told how to play nice, share candy, and not bite their co-
workers.We decided on an entirely different approach, focusing primarily on expanding the
range and depth of people’s emotional abilities. We begin with the insight that emotional
intelligence is a collection of emotional skills and, like all skills, emotional skills are trainable. We
created a course to train those skills. We feel that if we develop skills, behavioral issues
automatically go away. For example, if a person acquires the ability to skillfully manage his own
anger, then all his behavioral issues involving anger are “automagically” solved. Emotional
skillfulness frees us from emotional compulsion. We create problems when we are compelled by
emotions to act one way or another, but if we become so skillful with our emotions that we are no
longer compelled, we can act in rational ways that are best for ourselves and everybody else.
And we will play nice, share candy, and not bite our co-workers.Emotional intelligence is
trainable, even in adults. This claim is based on a fairly new branch of science known as
“neuroplasticity.” The idea is that what we think, do, and pay attention to changes the structure
and function of our brains. A very interesting example of this comes from drivers of traditional
black cabs in London. To get a license to drive that cab, you need to navigate the twenty-five
thousand streets of London and all its points of interest in your head. This is a difficult test that
can take two to four years of intense training to prepare for. Research has shown that the part of
the brain associated with memory and spatial navigation, the hippocampus, is bigger and more
active in London cabbies than in the average person. More interestingly, the longer someone
has been driving a cab in London, the larger and more active her hippocampus.9One very
important implication of neuroplasticity is that we can intentionally change our brains with
training. For example, research by my friend and fellow Search Inside Yourself teacher Philippe
Goldin shows that after just sixteen sessions of cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT), people with
social anxiety disorder are able to increase activity in the parts of their brains associated with
self-regulation, linguistic processing, and attention when working with their own negative self-
beliefs.10 Think about it, if we can train our brains to overcome even serious emotional
disorders, just imagine the possibility of using it to greatly improve the quality of our emotional
lives. That is the promise of the science and practices described in these pages.A fascinating
example of the application of neuroplasticity comes from the work led by Christopher



deCharms.11 DeCharms had people who suffer from chronic pain lie inside a magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) scanner and, using real-time functional magnetic resonance imaging
(rtfMRI) technology, he showed each participant an image of a fire on a video screen. The
greater the neural activity in the parts of their brains associated with their pain, the greater the
fire became. By using that visual display, he could get people to learn to up- or down-regulate
that brain activity and, with that ability, participants reported a corresponding decrease in their
levels of pain. He calls this “neuroimaging therapy.”Brain. Trainable. Good.Train AttentionHow do
we begin training emotional intelligence? We begin by training attention. This may seem a little
counterintuitive at first. I mean, what does attention have to do with emotional skills?The answer
is that a strong, stable, and perceptive attention that affords you calmness and clarity is the
foundation upon which emotional intelligence is built. For example, self-awareness depends on
being able to see ourselves objectively, and that requires the ability to examine our thoughts and
emotions from a third-person perspective, not getting swept up in the emotion, not identifying
with it, but just seeing it clearly and objectively. This requires a stable and clear, non-judging
attention. Another example shows how attention relates to self-regulation. There is an ability
called “response flexibility,” which is a fancy name for the ability to pause before you act. You
experience a strong emotional stimulus, but instead of reacting immediately as you normally
would (for example, giving the other driver the bird), you pause for a split second, and that pause
gives you choice in how you want to react in that emotional situation (for example, choosing not
to give the other driver the bird, which may save you a lot of trouble because the other driver may
be an angry old man with golf clubs who turns out to be the father of the woman you’re dating).
That ability depends again on having a quality of attention that is clear and unwavering.To quote
Viktor Frankl, “Between stimulus and response, there is a space. In that space lies our freedom
and our power to choose our response. In our response lies our growth and our happiness.”
What a mind of calmness and clarity does is to increase that space for us.The way to train this
quality of attention is something known as “mindfulness meditation.” Mindfulness is defined by
Jon Kabat-Zinn as “paying attention in a particular way: on purpose, in the present moment, and
non-judgmentally.”12 The famous Vietnamese Zen master Thich Nhat Hanh defined
mindfulness very poetically as “keeping one’s consciousness alive to the present reality,”13
which I really like, but I found Jon’s definition easier to explain to the engineers, and I like the
engineers. Mindfulness is a quality of mind that we all experience and enjoy from time to time,
but it is something that can be greatly strengthened with practice, and once it becomes
sufficiently strong, it leads directly to the attentional calmness and clarity that forms the basis of
emotional intelligence.There is scientific evidence showing that improving our ability to regulate
our attention can significantly impact how we respond to emotions. An interesting study by
neuroimaging researcher Julie Brefczynski-Lewis and colleagues revealed that when expert
meditators (those with ten thousand or more hours of meditation training) were subjected to
negative sounds (for example, a woman screaming), they showed lesser activation in the part of
the emotional brain called the amygdala compared to novice meditators.14 Furthermore, the



more hours of meditation training the expert had, the lower the activation in the amygdala. This is
fascinating because the amygdala has a privileged position in the brain—it is our brain’s
sentinel, constantly scanning everything we see for threats to our survival.The amygdala is a
hair trigger, which would rather be safe than sorry. When your amygdala detects what looks like
a threat to your survival, such as a saber-toothed tiger charging at you or your boss slighting
you, it puts you in a fight-flight-freeze mode and impairs your rational thinking. I find it fascinating
that, simply with attention training, you can become good at regulating a part of the brain as
primitive and important as the amygdala.Another set of studies comes from the UCLA lab of
Matthew Lieberman. 15 There is a simple technique for self-regulation called “affect labeling,”
which simply means labeling feelings with words. When you label an emotion you are
experiencing (for example, “I feel anger”), it somehow helps you manage that emotion.
Lieberman suggested the neural mechanisms behind how that process works. The evidence
suggests that labeling increases the activity in the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (RVLPFC),
commonly associated with being the brain’s “brake pedal,” which in turn increases the activation
of part of the executive center of the brain called the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), which
then down-regulates the amygdala.Another related study by David Creswell and Matthew
Lieberman showed that for people strong in mindfulness, the neural process just described
works even better and an additional part of the brain called the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(VMPFC) gets recruited as well. It suggests that mindfulness can help your brain utilize more of
its circuitry, thereby making it more effective at managing emotions.16Train at the Level of
PhysiologyOnce we develop strong, stable, and perceptive attention, what do we do with it? We
focus it on our bodies, of course. This again seems a little counterintuitive. What have our bodies
got to do with developing emotional intelligence?There are two very good reasons to work with
our bodies: vividness and resolution.Every emotion has a correlate in the body. Laura Delizonna,
a researcher turned happiness strategist, very nicely defines emotion as “a basic physiological
state characterized by identifiable autonomic or bodily changes.”17 Every emotional experience
is not just a psychological experience; it is also a physiological experience.We can usually
experience emotions more vividly in the body than in the mind. Therefore, when we are trying to
perceive an emotion, we usually get more bang for the buck if we bring our attention to the body
rather than the mind.More importantly, bringing the attention to the body enables a high-
resolution perception of emotions. High-resolution perception means your perception becomes
so refined across both time and space that you can watch an emotion the moment it is arising,
you can perceive its subtle changes as it waxes and wanes, and you can watch it the moment it
ceases. This ability is important because the better we can perceive our emotions, the better we
can manage them. When we are able to perceive emotions arising and changing in slow motion,
we can become so skillful at managing them, it is almost like living that cool scene in the movie
The Matrix, in which Keanu Reeves’s character, Neo, dodges bullets after he becomes able to
perceive the moments the bullets are fired and see their trajectory in slow motion. Well, maybe
we’re not that cool, but you get the point. Unlike Neo, we’re accomplishing our feat not by



slowing down time, but by vastly upgrading our ability to perceive the experience of emotion.The
way to develop high-resolution perception of emotion is to apply mindfulness to the body. Using
anger as the example, you may be able to train yourself to observe your mind all the time and
then to catch anger as it arises in the mind. However, in our experience, it is far easier and more
effective to do it in the body. For example, if your bodily correlate to anger is tightness in your
chest, shallow breath, and tightness in your forehead, then when you’re in an awkward social
situation, the moment your chest tightens, your breath shallows, and your forehead tenses up,
you know you are at the moment of arising anger. That knowledge gives you the ability to
respond in ways of your own choosing (such as leaving the room before you do something you
know you will regret, or choosing to allow the anger to bloom if that’s the right response for the
situation).Essentially, because emotion has such a strong physiological component, we cannot
develop emotional intelligence unless we operate at the level of physiology. That is why we direct
our mindfulness there.Last but not least, a useful reason to develop a high-resolution perception
of the body is to strengthen our intuition. A lot of our intuition comes from our body, and learning
to listen to it can be very fruitful. Here is an illustrative example from Malcolm Gladwell’s book
Blink:Imagine that I were to ask you to play a very simple gambling game. In front of you are four
decks of cards—two of them red and the other two blue. Each card in those four decks either
wins you a sum of money or costs you some money, and your job is to turn over cards from any
of the decks, one at a time, in such a way that maximizes your winnings. What you don’t know at
the beginning, however, is that the red decks are a minefield. . . . You can win only by taking
cards from the blue decks . . . The question is how long will it take you to figure this out?A group
of scientists at the University of Iowa did this experiment a few years ago, and what they found is
that after we’ve turned over about fifty cards, most of us start to develop a hunch about what’s
going on. We don’t know why we prefer the blue decks, but we’re pretty sure, at that point, that
they are a better bet. After turning over about eighty cards, most of us have figured the game out
and can explain exactly why the first two decks are such a bad idea. But the Iowa scientists did
something else, and this is where the strange part of the experiment begins. They hooked each
gambler up to a polygraph—a lie detector machine—that measured the activity of the sweat
glands that all of us have below the skin in the palms of our hands. Most sweat glands respond
to temperature, but those in our palms open up in response to stress—which is why we get
clammy hands when we are nervous. What the Iowa scientists found is that gamblers started
generating stress responses to red decks by the tenth card, forty cards before they were able to
say that they had a hunch about what was wrong with those two decks. More importantly, right
around the time their palms started sweating, their behavior began to change as well. They
started favoring the good decks.18There may be a neurological explanation for why intuition is
experienced in the body. Matthew Lieberman’s review of research showed “evidence suggesting
that the basal ganglia are the neuroanatomical bases of both implicit learning and intuition.” The
story behind basal ganglia is, once again, best told by our friend Daniel Goleman:The basal
ganglia observes everything we do in life, every situation, and extracts decision rules. . . . Our life



wisdom on any topic is stored in the basal ganglia. The basal ganglia is so primitive that it has
zero connectivity to the verbal cortex. It can’t tell us what it knows in words. It tells us in feelings,
it has a lot of connectivity to the emotional centers of the brain and to the gut. It tells us this is
right or this is wrong as a gut feeling.19
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Ray, “Mindfulness How and Why Explained. Excellent Book that takes an Engineering
Prospective to Mindfulness!This was one of my first exposures to mindfulness, and it was
refreshing to find something that spoke my language. Instead of all the mystical BS, Medical
Jargon, or Boring long winded words that make no sense, the book explained why Mindfulness
works, and how you can use it. The book is based on a course that was internally developed at
Google, called Search Inside Yourself. This has now Branched into an outside organization,
called Search Inside Yourself Leadership Institute, or SIYLI. Cheng-Meng Tan was the one that
pioneered the course, and later institute. And he has serious programmer chops.What I have
found is there are two different schools of Mindfulness. They both have similarities, but they have
a bit difference approach.- Medical as a way to reduce pain. the idea being you get rid of future
and past pain, by focusing only on the present pain. You have now reduced your pain by 2/3rds!
Jon Kabat-Zinn is the god father of this movement, and his classic book is 
  
Full Catastrophe Living (Revised Edition): Using the Wisdom of Your Body and Mind to Face
Stress, Pain, and Illness

  
  
- Buddhist, that often has a more mystical point of view. Your breath is often the focus, but
there is a philosophy behind it.I have attended a Medical type mindfulness class, as well as one
by SIYLI, and a couple of meditation retreats by a Buddhist Monk Bhante Yogavacara Rahula,
who has an amazing past, and a few other seminars including one by Jeremy Hunter of the
Drucker School of Management. They all have had value, but the book Search Inside Yourself
explained the why, which made it click. Mindfulness has been an excellent tool for reducing
stress. I view it as giving your brain a mental break, which helps a tremendous amount and your
mind is a muscle, and it needs exercising. Mindfulness is a great way to exercise your brain!”

a_rop_man, “How to calm a hyper-active mind.. This is one of those books to keep revisiting
semi-annually, or yearly.Prior to reading 'Search Inside Yourself' my ability to focus was
practically impossible. I had been feeding on anger for years, mostly towards things beyond my
control, but also towards myself, for reclusing myself from who I wanted to be, then being angry



for not achieving my goals.My ambition wanedAs i started reading SIY, the impact was
discernable; I know alot of it was me approaching bottom, but DIY are the ideal wings to use to
fly back to the top, with compassion, kindness and hapiness.”

Emily, “Know going in this is a mindfulness and meditation sales book but if you're open to that it
is great. I've meditated for the past few years and love both leadership books and behavioral
psychology books so this was a wonderful combination of all 3 concepts. The author has a
quirky sense of humor that I found amusing. Laughing aloud while listening to an audiobook is
not normal for me and fun surprise each time. The content of the book is great but feels forced in
a book format. I think this would be an awesome class to take in-person and could be done well
online if you were able to build in-person communities to enable collaboration.”

Adam Starks, “The Art and Science of Meditation. Search Inside Yourself makes one of the more
compelling cases for committing to meditation as a lifestyle. Part anecdotal, part scientific, part
humorous, Chade-Meng Tan did his absolute best to make mediation appealing to a broad
audience. However, this book was one of my most difficult reads this year.Given the amount of
neuroscientist-level jargon needed to establish credibility, I had to continually put the book down
after a 15-20 pages to digest the information. I also used that time to try the recommended
activities, which were a welcomed reprieve.Overall, it's a worthwhile read, but it's likely much
easier to get certified through one of their "SIY" conference seminars. I don't get through many
books if I have to muscle through them, but something kept bringing me back to Meng Tan's
work.”

Alisa Bowman, “Great meditation primer for beginners. I write about and teach meditation. As a
result, many people ask me for a good, easy-to-read guides for beginners. I'm happy I stumbled
over Search Inside Yourself on a bookstore table because it delivers. The author adapts several
standard Buddhist meditations for the work setting. Another reviewer (perhaps also a Dharma
teacher) on another site criticized the simplification of the meditations and advice, but I disagree
with her. I think this "business-lite," as she called it, is brilliant, and it will help to do what we all
want: to spread the message and help ease more suffering for more people. The author does a
wonderful job of making these teachings accessible for a specific audience: people who suffer at
work. He blends Dharma teachings (never really calling them Dharma, though) with the fields of
psychology, specifically emotional intelligence. The book is an easy read and left me with
several take-aways, even though I've been meditating for years. This is a business book, but the
material could easily be used for any situation that involves dealing with difficult people,
including marriage. It's a wonderful resource, one that I highly recommend.”

Mark J McMordie, “When it comes to corporate mindfulness training this book pioneered a new
path to developing EI. When it comes to mindfulness training in a corporate setting this book



pioneered a new path to developing EI. After 10 years this programme continues to be the most
popular and highly rated programme at Google and since establishing the Search Inside
Yourself Leadership Institute, it has spread well beyond Google. At SAP they've trained 6,500
people across 20 global locations and have a wait list of 5,500. Testimony to design and
neuroscience that underpins the programme.”

Shanti Jayasinha, “De-mystifying mindfulness. Meng has managed to de-mystify mindfulness
meditation and explain how and why is is so necessary to keep us all sane in the modern world.
My favourite book on mindfulness.”

Zé, “It will teach you about things you already know but until now you were not aware of!. Written
by someone that looks a lot like a real person and not a esoteric guru. Even I can understand
this book.”

Haila, “Interesting and helpful in a stressful environment. I found the book easy to read with
humour and the content has been helpful in times of stress. It reminds me that others think that
what they do, they do it in the belief that what they do is right. I found that I naturally have
compassion and Once I have mastered meditation, I'm pretty sure I will be better equipped to
help others. I have recommended it to friends.”

Sara Silveira, “Great book! Definitely worth every pence. Such an inspiring book!! With an
engineering background, meditation was always something that I thought too bonded to
religious believes which made me disregard its power. After reading Chade-Meng Tan, a whole
new world and I must say it is something I really want to master. Great book! Definitely worth
every pence!”

The book by Chade-Meng Tan has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 1,024 people have provided
feedback.
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